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WELCOME
We are entering the new year and the new
decade with a great deal of optimism.
Firstly, our main contractor ‘Barnwood
Construction’ remained on programme with the
construction of our latest 258,000 sq ft of new
industrial units, in spite of the terrible weather
conditions at the end of 2019.
Secondly, we are converting interest in these
new units into deals and this means new people
moving to the Park – watch this space!
Thirdly, the main multi-utility upgrade works are
now complete, giving us access to natural gas for
the first time, as well as a brand new foul drainage
system. This upgrade enables us to build anywhere
on site, to customers’ requirements – we have a lot
of enquiries and are ready to deliver!
Last but by no means least, MEPC’s vision
for Silverstone Park is being delivered – we
are helping business to flourish, with new
connections being made and businesses feeling
supported, and stating that they really want to
be based on the Park in order to give themselves
every chance of success.
We have therefore evolved our brand marketing
to reflect this. Whilst ‘From here we change the
world’ remains the principal brand proposition,
by allowing our companies to ‘Grow | Succeed
| Belong’ then ‘Together we change the world’
recognises the power of community and
collaboration – the whole being greater than the
sum of its parts.
In line with these changes, you will notice that we
have renamed the newsletter ‘We’ as these pages
are about us – the Silverstone Park community…

258,000 sq ft
development
‘on schedule’
as steel
construction
begins

MEPC’s latest 258,000 sq ft speculative
industrial scheme at Silverstone Park
is progressing on schedule with steel
construction work now well under way.

The development is almost double
the size of that originally announced
by MEPC after a high demand for the
buildings it can offer on site.

The scheme is on land that falls inside
the estate’s Enterprise Zone – thereby
offering qualifying businesses significant
rates relief for up to five years.

MEPC’s Roz Bird, Commercial Director
at Silverstone Park, says: “Barnwood
Construction Ltd have made a really
good start on site, in spite of some
challenging weather conditions.

A total of 13 industrial units are
earmarked for the scheme – six terraced
and a further seven detached. These
will range from just over 6,000 sq ft to
40,000 sq ft in size.
Construction is scheduled to be
completed in summer 2020.
The land is already serviced with a new
supply of gas, water and electricity which
has been installed recently to complete a
six-year utilities upgrade by MEPC
(see page 9).

“Sub-soil has been stabilised and both
a spine road and building platforms have
been created. Steel has started to go
up for both the northern and southern
terraced units (nos.1140-1145).”
Roz adds: “I have visited the site. It’s
very exciting to see the transformation.
We spent nine months working on the
planning application and the detailed
design and we are now seeing it all
materialise, before our eyes.
“I love turning plans into action – there
is nothing better!”

They are transforming the land and turning
our vision into reality in terms of new buildings
and campus style facilities for the next group of
companies that want to join the Silverstone Park
business community.
Roz Bird, MEPC

Over Christmas, I read political journalist
Robert Peston’s book which highlights the UK
government’s concern to increase productivity,
and the important role that ‘collaboration’ plays in
achieving this, but also, in his opinion, how hard
it is to get companies to collaborate.
I was struck by this comment because we
are doing this at Silverstone Park and in the
Silverstone Technology Cluster. So, I am keen to
ensure we communicate this work with the new
government in 2020, to gain greater support and
recognition for our area.
As I said in a post on LinkedIn recently about the
new ‘Grow | Succeed | Belong’ brand marketing:
I think I can say that all of us pictured in the new
brand imagery are proud to work together. I’m
certainly proud to be working with all of you.

ROZ BIRD
COMMERCIAL DIRECTOR
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To read the full versions of each article please visit silverstone-park.com/media/latest-news
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Silverstone Technology Cluster publishes
2020 events calendar
The Silverstone Technology Cluster
(STC) has published its calendar of events
for 2020.
Some thirteen events have
been confirmed on the
silverstonetechnologycluster.com
website – 11 for the STC’s now four
special interest groups and a further two
on business growth including trading
with industry in China.
Expected to be added shortly are details
of a third special event focusing on the

Space sector’s supply chain, plus the
STC’s third Annual Conference.
Silverstone Park is a founding member
of the STC and at November’s Advanced
Engineering Show it supported a
members’ Innovation Zone (see page 6-7).
STC CEO Pim van Baarsen comments:
“2020 is the fourth year of Silverstone
Technology Cluster and there is a real
wave of optimism about the activity now
and plans for the future.

“I’m really proud of the way we have
delivered for both members and the wider
tech community over the last three years.
“Based on high retention rates and the
increasing number of new members
joining, we can be sure that, so far,
we are delivering a programme of
promotional activity, thought leadership
and business growth initiatives which are
valued by our local business community.”

Full STEAM Ahead! coding club launched
for primary schools
Silverstone Park developer MEPC has
partnered with Hexagon’s Manufacturing
Intelligence division and Enovation
Consulting Ltd to create a pilot coding
club (‘Full STEAM Ahead!’) for local
primary school children.
Using LEGO® Education’s ‘We do 2.0’
technology kits, the clubs teach 8-11
year-old children coding and engineering.
The pilot ran from October to December
2019 for children at Silverstone and
Kislingbury primary schools under the
banner of ‘Full STEAM Ahead!’ – in
deference to ‘Science, Technology,
Engineering, Arts & Maths’.
There are now plans to roll the club out
to other local primary schools.

Niche Vehicle
Network’s
“best ever”
Members’ Forum

The Network is a leader in supporting
innovative UK start-up and SME
businesses by funding their collaborative
research and development activities in
low carbon vehicle technologies.
NVN Network Director Dr Viv Stephens
reflects: “I think this was our liveliest and

best ever Members’ Forum, with over
120 delegates and 60 speakers from
the niche vehicle industry. It’s a brilliant
venue for business networking, so it
makes perfect sense for us to bring
engineers, innovators and entrepreneurs
together at Silverstone for such an
intensive and important B2B event.”

The Niche Vehicle Network says its 2019
Members’ Forum hosted by Silverstone
Park was “the best ever.”
In partnership with Silverstone Park, the
Network returned for a fifth consecutive
year in late November to hold the event
at the Silverstone University Technology
College (UTC).
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awareness of careers, particularly
in technology.”
Hexagon Facilities Co-ordinator Claire
Waterson adds: “Full STEAM Ahead! is
a fun and exciting way for children at a
tender age to become motivated by and
gain confidence in a skill that will be everpresent in their futures.”

This age is when kids dream what they want to do when
they grow up, so why not teach them that they can be inventors,
engineers, designers for racing teams, software developers for
video games or even MI5 spies?
Cristiana Pace, Enovation Consulting Ltd

Continuing support in 2020 for
digital & creative community
Silverstone Park will continue its
sponsorship of MK Geek Night’s
networking events for the digital and
creative community in 2020.
The business estate supported MKGN’s
four events in 2019: these included
talks from industry professionals in
informal environments at locations in
Milton Keynes.
MKGN’s opening event in 2020 will be on
12 March. Co-founder Richard Wiggins
enthuses: “Silverstone Park’s support
helps us to make the events great for all
our attendees.

To read the full versions of each article please visit silverstone-park.com/media/latest-news

MEPC’s Roz Bird, Commercial Director at
Silverstone Park and also Chair, Silverstone
Technology Cluster, comments: “We are
all involved as volunteers in our Inspiration
for Innovation programme with local
secondary schools and so are naturally
supportive of raising the aspirations
among children and parents by improving

Tel: 01327 856000 | www.silverstone-park.com

“We are excited about the potential
opportunities between our audience
in Milton Keynes and the companies
based at Silverstone Park and within the
Silverstone Technology Cluster (STC).”
MEPC’s Roz Bird, Commercial Director at
Silverstone Park, is also STC Chair.
“MK Geek Night is such a great place to be
for the software community and designers
and creatives of the STC,” she says.
“Both Silverstone Park and the STC
want to encourage more interaction
between that community and our own in
advanced engineering in the geography.”
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Silverstone Park developer MEPC has
unveiled dynamic new signage to reflect
how it is delivering its original vision for
the region’s business community.
New signage – headlined by the words
‘Grow | Succeed | Belong’ – illustrates
hundreds of faces involved in successful
business growth and community projects
organised and hosted by the estate.

Roz Bird, MEPC’s Commercial Director
at the estate “Our new signage is the first
presentation of our new brand marketing
reflecting the fact that Silverstone Park
is a place where you can grow, succeed
and belong.
“It defines why you want to come
to Silverstone Park and what is
happening here.

“Six years ago our vision was ‘From here
we change the world’; now it is very much
a case of ‘Together we change the world’.
“This is because we’ve successfully
developed the community and a sense
of mutual regard – people want access
to that because it enables them to run
successful businesses and attract and
retain the best staff.”

These initiatives have included profile
raising events, networking, creating new
opportunities for occupier businesses,
attracting industry events, founding
the Silverstone Technology Cluster and
improving careers advice for thousands of
school students in the region.

Brand evolves with new
‘Grow | Succeed | Belong’ message
Advanced Engineering Show praise for STC
The Silverstone Technology Cluster has
revealed over 2,500 people from hightech engineering and manufacturing
– a rise of 40% – visited its VIP Lounge
at November’s high profile Advanced
Engineering Show.
That is 1,000 more than visited the
Lounge in 2018.

Complementing the Lounge was a
new ‘Innovation Zone’, supported by
STC founding member Silverstone Park
that enabled seven Cluster members to
showcase their technologies.
These included: Hexagon Manufacturing
Intelligence (metrology); Symetri
(immersive technology); Silverstone
Composites (carbon fibre); Sandwell

(surface engineering); S2I – University
of Birmingham; voxeljet (3D printing);
and Thermal Issues (heat shielding).
“The figures are fantastic but more
importantly reflect the high regard
in which the high-tech engineering
and manufacturing communities now
hold the STC,” comments CEO Pim
van Baarsen.

The signage is located at points along
the Dadford Road which leads to the
business estate’s main entrance.

Busy start to 2020
social calendar
Details of the first social events of 2020 for Silverstone Park
occupiers have been released, with much of the activity taking
place in the popular ‘WRaP’ (Work, Rest & Play) lounge inside
the estate’s Innovation Centre.
Three events relate to key national dates including London Fashion
Week, Pancake Day and Easter (see page 12 for more details).
Since opening last spring, The WRaP has proved popular
amongst staff on site as well as external businesses.
A contemproary ‘agile workspace’, created in response to
feedback from occupiers, has evolved further to include a pool
table and board games.

The STC’s support and
involvement created even more
high-level networking and
business opportunities between
some of the UK’s leading
manufacturers, niche players
and technology partners alike.
Long may this continue…

Join the Cluster, take advantage!

STC FOUNDING MEMBERS:

Joining the STC membership, which now totals 114
influential companies in engineering and business growth,
could not be easier.
Visit the silverstonetechnologycluster.com website to see
who has joined so far.

Jeremy Whittingham,
Advanced Engineering Show

Tech companies of all sizes are encouraged to attend the
STC’s special interest group meetings and Annual Conference.
Email CEO Pim van Baarsen at
pim@silverstonetechnologycluster.com for more details.
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Hybrid & electric vehicle
technology specialists double in size

Strong start for Yr2 of schools
careers programme

Two businesses operating at the cutting
edge of hybrid and electric vehicle
technologies have doubled in size at
Silverstone Park to meet increased
demand for their skills.

Silverstone Park’s careers awareness
programme Inspiration for Innovation
(I4I) with Gaia Innovation has already
eaten into its target of 5,000 ‘meaningful
encounters’ between business volunteers
and local secondary school students in its
second academic year.

Punch Flybrid and Danecca remain
‘neighbours’ after a re-working of their
shared property with estate developer
MEPC – each now has 4,700 sq ft of
workshops, R&D facilities and office space.
Bigger premises mean both can
increase production of their systems –
in the case of Punch Flybrid, now
employing 18 technicians and engineers
(including apprentices), in the power
generation market.

MD Tobias Knichel explains: “All the
design is done from Silverstone Park…
We can now carry out final assembly
of the units here as well as end-of-line
testing which was not possible before.”
After locating to Silverstone Park in
autumn 2018 as a start-up business,
Danecca now employs 12 staff: chiefly
assembly technicians, plus mechanical
and industrial engineers.

MD Danson Joseph says: “The new
accommodation allows us to move into
mass manufacturing of one of our projects
– battery modules for bus systems.”
He continues: “We’ve also got some
passenger car work plus some concept
work in other bus and truck applications;
people are coming to us which is a
good feeling.”

The business’s genius battery pack
designs have taken it in several exciting
directions including Japan’s sensational
Aspark Owl hypercar and Cambridge
University’s Bridgestone World Solar
Challenge vehicle.

‘I4I’ earns Hermes Real Estate
community award
MEPC’s Silverstone Park has won
an award for its work with local
secondary schools.
Its Inspiration for Innovation (I4I)
programme was judged ‘Best
Community Engagement Project 2019’
at Hermes Real Estate’s Responsible
Property Investment Awards in London.
MEPC’s Roz Bird, Commercial Director
for Silverstone Park, collected the
award from Chris Taylor, Head of
Private Markets at Hermes Investment
Management (pictured).
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Hermes’ Director of Real Estate Risk &
Environmental Impact Sharon Brown says:
“Silverstone Park won because of its clear
focus on a key element of the Hermes
drive to improve the lives of the people
close to our sites, in this case tackling an
identified potential skills shortage.
“It also showed skilful collaboration –
with Gaia Innovation and local schools
– and longevity of intention.
“This was clearly not a one-off activity, but
a social programme designed to deliver
positive impact on a number of levels.”

To read the full versions of each article please visit silverstone-park.com/media/latest-news

Some 796 such encounters were reported
by 187 Year 6 students (aged 13-14)
when I4I visited The Buckingham School.
The visit, co-sponsored by the University
of Buckingham, included speed
networking sessions and workshops –
each designed to improve awareness of
career paths and potentially help a ‘skills
shortage’ reported by local employers.

Business professionals from Silverstone
Park and the Automotive 30% Club
Outreach Network volunteered their time.
Suzy Pykett, the school’s Assistant Deputy
Head, enthuses: “The students were
more engaged and excited than we have
seen them before – the hype around the
day created a buzz across the school.”
More activity is scheduled for February at
Kingsthorpe College, Northampton – one
of I4I’s three partner schools along with
The Buckingham School and Sponne
School, Towcester.
MEPC’s Roz Bird, Commercial Director
at Silverstone Park, says: “The feedback

from Andy McGinnes and Suzy Pykett
speaks volumes; I hope that many of the
students will now feel better informed
about the options that are open to them
and have a better understanding of what
it takes to get there.”

We’ve never quite known
anything like it – an amazing
day for our students!
Andy McGinnes, Headteacher,
The Buckingham School

Job done! Major utilities
upgrade reaches completion
The final phase of a major utilities upgrade
for businesses across Silverstone Park has
reached completion.
Increased supplies of water, gas, electricity
and foul drainage have been installed in a
substantial new multi-utility trench.
The works mean that all of Silverstone Park’s
development land is now fully serviced and that
new businesses will effectively be able to ‘plug
in and go’ on arrival.
This includes those considering new commercial
properties being constructed as part of a

Tel: 01327 856000 | www.silverstone-park.com

258,000 sq ft development (see pages 2-3).
The utilities upgrade and new multi-utility
trench – providing connections which will serve
the 2.1m sq ft of planning consent – fulfils a
long-term commitment by MEPC as part of its
vision for Silverstone Park when it took over
development of the estate in late 2013.
MEPC’s Roz Bird, Commercial Director at
Silverstone Park, says: “To have these new utilities
completed on time in spite of some challenging
weather conditions is a real achievement.”
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“Fascinating & thought-provoking”
electric vehicle workshop
Senior academic and policy figures have
reacted positively to a workshop held at
Silverstone Park in which they were able
to debate the future of electric vehicles
with business and industry.

Events specialist
Lodestar
“loving it” at
Silverstone Park
We’re very happy with
the premises – they are of a
much higher quality than our
previous unit which was also
quite isolated.
Phil Watton, Lodestar

A look inside events management
specialist Lodestar Experiential’s premises
at Silverstone Park conjures up an image
of a warehouse full of movie props.

building comprises an office for ten
staff (including office dog Ernie!), board
room, design and print studio and a
wardrobe department.

Its 5,700 sq ft unit, which it located
to in September 2019, is full of neatly
arranged paraphernalia – from fibre glass
boulders to giant LEGO® characters
– that it has built up during on-event
activity for clients.

“Our team are multi-skilled in events;
a combination of creative and event
management,” explains MD Phil Watton.

Chiefly these are in automotive (FIAT,
Abarth, Alfa Romeo, FIAT Professional
and Jeep), plus leading brands in FMCG
(fast moving consumer goods) and
pharmaceuticals.
Its events portfolio includes Goodwood
Festival of Speed, BBC Countryfile Live
and Crufts.
As well as a main warehouse, Lodestar’s

“We look after the organisation of
an event, dealing with site logistics,
the design and creative response and
budgeting, with a team of operators who
make sure each event is run properly on
the ground.”
He adds: “The team are loving it here and
there’s also all the social activity that lifts
things for them again.
“We can all see the development that’s
going on as well so we’ve clearly located
here at an exciting time.”

Winning Formula E team
completes 12,000 sq ft expansion
Leading FIA Formula E team Envision
Virgin Racing has completed expansion
works at its Silverstone Park headquarters
with the installation a state-of-the-art DIL
(Driver in the Loop) Simulator.
Central to the expansion of its 12,000 sq ft
premises has been the installation of a
cutting edge VI-grade race driving simulator,
complete with monocoque and Halo.
Home to more than 25 permanent
staff, the base also houses the squad’s
Audi e-tron FE06 fully-electric race cars,
workshop bays, spare parts, engineering
offices and multi-media meeting rooms.
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The premises adhere to government
agency BREEAM’s ‘Very Good’ energy
sustainability standards and have three
dual AC charging stations.
Silverstone Park is now home to two
Formula E teams after GEOX Dragon
Racing also located to the estate (inside
premises totalling 9,900 sq ft).
And both teams’ new 2019/20 Formula E
season is now under way – with Envision
Virgin getting off to a winning start
thanks to British driver Sam Bird’s victory
in Diriyah, Saudi Arabia.

To read the full versions of each article please visit silverstone-park.com/media/latest-news

Coventry University’s Centre for Business
in Society (CBiS) took advantage of
facilities inside the Park’s Innovation
Centre and Metrology Facility to host its
workshop entitled ‘The Electric Vehicle
Transition: A Watershed Moment?’
The event was in collaboration with the
Silverstone Technology Cluster (STC).

The audience was also able to put
questions to the speakers, plus an
industry panel that included Aston
Martin, Millbrook Proving Ground, the
FIA Formula E Championship, RML Group
and Straight 6 Design.
CBiS Co-Director Dr David Jarvis
comments: “The event very much met
our objectives and hopes in bringing
together industry stakeholders,
academics, industry and policy-makers
– it was fascinating and thoughtprovoking.”

The Low Carbon Vehicle Partnership
(LCVP), part funded by the Department
for Transport, collects consumer and
industry data that can help influence
government policy.
MD Andy Eastlake presented at the event
and says: “One of the challenges is how
we connect with communities far and
wide in the UK: so using a network like
the STC to access some really intelligent
and hard-working people who are at
the coal face is vital for an organisation
like the LCVP in terms of making those
connections.”

We very much hope this
is the start of a longer term
relationship with Silverstone
Park and the Silverstone
Technology Cluster. It’s a great
facility and a really helpful team
of people.
Dr David Jarvis, CBiS,
University of Coventry

Festive pizza feast
for occupiers
Business occupiers at Silverstone Park enjoyed a final
fun get-together of 2019 when estate developer MEPC
provided the now traditional Christmas pizza lunch
for them.
Some 120 staff from 24 businesses across the site wolfed
down 500 slices of pizza (37 pizzas total).
MEPC’s Roz Bird, Commercial Director at Silverstone Park,
says: “This was a small way of saying ‘thank you’ to all our
businesses and their staff for really adding to the community
spirit here.”
Notably, the Park’s 2020 social calendar will be organised by
recently appointed Occupier Liaison & Events Manager Laura
Wilde (see page 12) and Administrator Kayleigh Vaughan.

Tel: 01327 856000 | www.silverstone-park.com
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MEET THE TEAM:
Laura Wilde, Occupier Liaison
& Events Manager

Social committee
Please contact Laura Wilde for
further information: 01327 856001
or laura.wilde@silverstone-park.com

Fascinating fact:
Laura, who joined our team
in autumn 2019, once
organised holidays for
celebrities such as Fern Cotton,
Goldie, Vinnie Jones and cast
members from Eastenders!
Weekly Pilates:
Every Wednesday
17:30-18:15
Silverstone Park
Innovation Centre

“I was a travel manager for 18 years (weddings and
honeymoons) and also specialised in corporate travel for
some quite famous people.
“The skills are transferrable because there’s a lot of
listening, communicating and building a rapport with
clients,” she says.

Occupiers’ Quiz Night:
Thursday 19 March
18:00-20:00
Pit Stop Café, Silverstone
Circuit Paddock

Her role now means she chairs Silverstone Park’s social
committee which organises recreational and networking
events for the estate’s business occupiers.
“I’ve thrown myself into the events side which can vary
from working with local schools and the Department for
International Trade to arranging a pizza lunch!”
Laura is ultra-busy away from work – she has three children,
two dogs, a cat and three rabbits, enjoys DIY and is a water
sports enthusiasts (she once swam for her county, Beds)!

Occupiers’ Visit of The
Silverstone Experience:
18:00-20:00
Thursday 30 January

Easter Wreath
Making Lessons:
Thursday 2 April
Silverstone Park
Innovation Centre

Clothing Collection (for
London Fashion Week):
Wednesday 12 February
Silverstone Park

Boot Camp:
17:30-18:30
Every Thursday
Silverstone Park Grounds

Pancake Day:
Tuesday 25 February
Silverstone Park
Innovation Centre

Weekly Five-a-Side
Football:
17:30-18:30
Every Wednesday
Silverstone UTC

But she continues: “My biggest thing is travel – so far I’ve
ticked off 36 different countries!
“I’d love to visit Costa Rica, to try the world’s biggest zip
wire high up through the jungle…”

High quality units from
6,000 sq ft to over 40,000 sq ft
AVAILABLE TO LET
Visit our website for further information or see contacts below.
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CONTACTS

AVAILABILITY ENQUIRIES:

CURRENT OCCUPIERS:

Jamie Catherall DTRE
Tel: 020 3328 9097

Jon Silversides Carter Jonas
Tel: 01865 404458

Michael Peck
Estate Facilities Manager
Tel: 01327 856000

Charlie Wing DTRE
Tel: 020 3328 9113

Edward Lifely Carter Jonas
Tel: 01865 404459

MEPC Silverstone Park
Innovation Centre, Silverstone Park,
Towcester NN12 8GX

MEDIA ENQUIRIES:

@SilverstonePark

Carl McKellar Silverstone Park Press Officer
Mob: 07786 138 905

SilverstonePark

MEPCSilverstonePark

To read the full versions of each article please visit silverstone-park.com/media/latest-news

